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A Sense of Community

n January 2013, I traveled to Lao Cai province in Vietnam. Many ethnic tribes live in this
mountainous region making crafts and growing
food to sell in the town of Sapa. Most tribal women
walk about dressed in traditional head scarves and
modern rubber boots. I encountered this particular
group of women outside of Sapa on a very cold and
foggy day. I was fascinated by the juxtaposition of the
modern world (motorbikes and winter jackets) next
to the ancient world (the women in traditional head
gear making traditional crafts around on open fire)—
a reflection of the state of life in Vietnam and so many
other Southeast Asian countries. I was also touched

by the sense of community among the women. Although they lived in poor and tough conditions, they
laughed and appeared happy. I thought about my own
life in the “modern world” that is quite comfortable,
yet often lacks that sense of happy community I felt
among these women. This photograph inspired me
to spend less time at work or on my smart phone
and spend more time with the people I love and the
people in my neighborhood to hopefully create a
sense of my own community.
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